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The only non-white color that appears on this version of the 80s silhouette is "Bluebird" – a hue closely
resembling any adidas Originals shoe box – which takes over the branding at the heel, logo window near
the laces, and tongue. Men's/Women's Adidas Continental 80 The rich blue also appears at the lateral
side heel panel on a globe-shaped graphic reading "World Famous For Quality," a detail also appearing
on a sizing tab peeking from out tongue logo. 

https://www.netwhilesale.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/small_image/800x800/9df78eab33525d08
d6e5fb8d27136e95/C/o/Continental_80_Shoes_Beige_B41680_02_hover_frv.jpg 

Every year the start of June also marks the beginning of Pride month, a four week-long celebration of the
LGBTQ+ community. Adidas Continental 80 Shoes Many sneaker brands acknowledge the festivities
with special releases, and adidas is among their ranks, presenting a capsule collection each and every
year. We’ve already seen a Pride-centric take on the Ultra Boost 2019, and now the Three Stripes has
also revealed a new version of the Continental 80, complete with bold rainbow detailing. A lifestyle
favorite from the adidas Originals line, the special Continental features a supple eggshell-colored leather
upper, one that’s somewhat reminiscent of the adidas Yeezy Powerphase. 

To go along with "Semi Frozen Yellow," "Aero Blue," and "Clear Pink" colorways of the Adidas
Continental 80 Outlet, the Three Stripes also debuted a premium snakeskin rendition of the runner. One
pairs comes dressed in Chalk White/Carbon-Grey and the other in Core Black/Carbon-Grey. Both are
constructed with faux snakeskin leather scented with suede on the mudguard. A Gum outsole completes
the design. 

adidas Originals is adding to their Yung series by bringing back a lesser-known model from their archive
in original form with the Adidas Continental 80 Online. Originally released in the late 1980s, the
Continental 80 shoe is a classic casual model, made from a soft premium leather with perforation vents
on the toebox and sides, placed atop a double cupsole. Decoration comes in the form of a two-tone
stripe running along the shoe’s sides beneath an old school trefoil-branded window below the lace panel.
This is then finished with a terry cloth lining, completing the shoe’s pure retro feel. 

The Adidas Continental 80 Sale, one of the lifestyle siblings of the Originals family recently featured in
Pharrell‘s latest Hu capsule, is back for another release geared towards its more general audience.
Shedding its cream-colored exteriors, the silhouette is now getting done up with a more classical
approach by mimicking the look of the ever-popular white and green Stan Smith colorway. 
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